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Theory of NMR

 A spectroscopic technique that gives us information about the

number and types of atoms in a molecule.

 Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy is a powerful

analytical technique used to characterize organic molecules by

identifying carbon-hydrogen frameworks within molecules.
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 Two common types of NMR spectroscopy are used to

characterize organic structure: 1H NMR is used to determine the

type and number of H atoms in a molecule; 13C NMR is used to

determine the type and number of C atoms in the molecule.

 The source of energy in NMR is radio waves which have long

wavelengths, and thus low energy and frequency.

 When low-energy radio waves interact with a molecule, they

can change the nuclear spins of certain atoms in presence of

strong magnetic fields, including 1H and 13C.

 All the atoms contains nuclei and all nuclei contains protons (+ve)

charge in which some charge nuclei posses “Spin” on their own

axis.
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 Spin nuclei are those which contains either Odd atomic number or

odd atomic mass number or both e.g. 1H, 2H, 13C, 14N, 17O,

35Cl etc are useful for NMR.

 Those nuclei contains Even number of atomic and mass number are

not useful for NMR e.g. 12C, 16O etc.

 The nuclei posses spin, they spin on their nuclear axis leads to

generate magnetic dipole ‘µ’ so the angular momentum of this

spinning charge is quantified and described by Quantum Spin

Number “ I ”.
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 The individual protons have spin quantum number +1/2 or -1/2.

 i.e. Hydrogen have spin quantum number (I) = +1/2 or -1/2.

 These spin states have equal amount of energy (degenerated) in 
the absence of magnetic field.

 When a charged particle such as a proton spins on its axis, it
creates a magnetic field. Thus, the nucleus can be considered to
be a tiny bar magnet.

+1/2 - 1/2

Fig. 1. Two spin states allowed  for proton (H)
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 But when magnetic field is applied, the proton (H) posses spin &

their own magnetic field align themselves either or opposite to

magnetic field.

 For e.g. 1H has +1/2 & -1/2 spin state, the proton (H) have

+1/2 spin state align themselves with field (Lower energy) and

with -1/2 spin state align opposite to field (Higher energy).
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Fig.2.  Change in spin state energy separation with increase by applied magnetic 

field, B0
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 Stronger the applied magnetic field, greater will be the

difference between the spin state, ∆E = f(B0) eq. ------1

 As Eabsorbed (∆E) = difference in energy levels of two energy

states = hv.

 Each nucleus depending on its charge and mass has its own

magnetogyric ratio ‘Ý’ which is ratio of magnetic dipole moment

to angular momentum, and it constant for each nucleus,

therefore,

 ∆E = f(ÝB0) = hv ------------2

 ∆E = Ý(h/2πB0) = hv --------3

 v = (Ý/2π) B0 ----------------4

 Here, v is frequency of electromagnetic radiation.
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 Precessional frequency:- May be defined as revolutions per

second made by the magnetic moment vector of the nucleus

around the external magnetic field Bo & Alternatively

precessional frequency of spinning bar magnet may be defined

as equal to the frequency of EMR in megacycles per second

necessary to induce a transition from one spin state to another

spin state.

 The energy required to bring transition in NMR (∆E = hv) or to

flip proton depends upon the strength of external magnetic field.

 So, stronger the field greater will be the tendency of nucleus

magnet to remain lined up with it and higher will be the

frequency of radiation needed to flip proton to higher energy

state.
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

 NMR is phenomenon which occurs when those nuclei which are

aligned with applied magnetic field are induce to absorb

energy and change their spin state to opposite state, it is called

as resonance.

 Fig. 3. shows
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 The proton (Nucleus) +ve charge particle generates an

magnetic field on its axis with same frequency as that of

applied magnetic field, is called precessional frequency.

 The frequency of precession (proton) is directly proportional to

the strength of applied magnetic field.

 If the precessing nucleus is irradiated with electromagnetic

radiation of the same frequency as that frequency of

precession nucleus, then

 The two frequencies couple

 Energy is absorbed

 The nuclear spin is flipped from spin state +1/2 (with the
applied field) to -1/2 (against the applied field).
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Fig.4. A nucleus is in resonance when it absorbs RF radiation 

and spin flips to higher energy states.



Instrumentation 
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 The NMR spectrophotometer consists of following components;

 A magnet

 Sample and sample holder

 Radiofrequency generator

 Detector

 Recorder 

 In NMR spectrophotometer, the sample is dissolved in CDCl3 and

placed in magnetic field. Then radiofrequency generator irradiates

the sample with short pulse of radiation causing resonance. When

nuclei fall back to their low energy state, detector measures the

energy released and spectrum is recorded. The superconducting

magnet in modern NMR spectrometers have coils that are cooled in

liquid helium and conduct electricity with no resistance.



 A line diagram of NMR spectrophotometer along with its

components are as follows;
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 Magnet:- A strong magnet provides stable and homogenous

field. The magnet size is 15 inches in diameter and capable of

producing strong fields up to 23,500 gauss for 100MHz.

 Sample and sample holder:- A 1 – 30 mg sample is used in the

form of dilute solution (2 – 10%) and solvent doesn’t contain

hydrogen of its own ions. The sample holder is glass tube about

5mm in diameter and 15 – 20 cm in length.

 Radiofrequency oscillator:- The RF oscillator is installed

perpendicular to magnetic field and transmits radio waves of

some mixed frequency such as 60, 100, 220, 300 MHz. a

sweep generator is installed to supply dc current to sec. magnet.
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 RF detector or Receiver:- It is installed perpendicular to both

magnetic field and the oscillator coil and is tuned to the same

frequency as transmitter. When precession frequency is match

with RF the nuclei induces (emf) in detector coil and this signal

is amplified and sent to recorder.

 Recorder :- The recorder gives a spectrum as a plot of strength

resonance signal on Y axis & strength of magnetic field on X

axis. The strength of resonance signal is directly proportional

to number of nuclei resonating at that particular field strength.
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Working of instrument

 Sample placed in long cylindrical glass tube especially made

for NMR.

 Dissolved the sample in proton free solvent like CDCl3 or CCl4

and add small amount of TMS as internal reference.

 Placed the sample in gap between two magnetic poles where

coil is attached to a specific RF generator (e.g. 60 MHz).

 This coil supply EMR energy required to change spin orientation

of proton.

 Then detector coil detects radiofrequency signal when

resonance occurs.

 As magnetic field strength increase, the precessional frequency

of all protons increase and when this frequency proton reaches
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